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Reflective vs refractive tradeoff analysis conclusion 
(post ESA CDF 2018)



Baseline
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Baseline update after cold UHMW-PE characterization

P. Hargrave’s ESA TRP 



(Faster than MoM, more efficient for design implementations and iterations)

GRASP (Physical Optics)



GRASP (Physical Optics+HFSS feeds sims vs freq)



GRASP (forebaffle w/ flared edge)



GRASP Physical Optics (V-groove, first layer)
GRASP (V-groove closest panels)



GRASP (beams and illumination across FP)



GRASP Physical Optics (beams and illumination across the focal plane)

GRASP (beams and illumination across FP)



GRASP Physical Optics (beams and illumination across the focal plane)

















MHFT - Status of RF calibration studies
on behalf of and with contributions from the RF-cal team

(Meeting LB Italia LNF 2023/05/23)



Breadboard models (CF, MDP, BrunoM, ++)

















ORFPM (a.k.a. the HFT warm prototype)



Validation of holographic beam characterizationORFPM?



Recipes: Eccosorb CR110: pure, +carbon grains 500um, + carbon grains fine.
Outgassing: outgassing 10-30 minutes at 20 mbar
Curing: 65° C to 90 ° C as per datasheet curing times. NEED TO TEST LOWER TEMPERATURES TO COMPLY WITH 
PLA ENVIRONMENTAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR ORFPM FOREBAFFLE.
Detachment: huge progress with dedicated off-the-shelf silicone-free epoxy detaching wax.

- Also trying thinner (100um) controlled thickness layers to inspect mechanical robustness and repeat transmittance (loss) 
measurements.
- Tuned molding procedures on curved surfaces to cover ORFPM tube tiles
- Tiles delivery started. Waiting for Eccosorb CR PtB re-supply to complete the large plates.

ORFPM absorber plates 
production and characterization at UniRM1
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